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Lawrence to remove applications
from application process

Phi Taus retake old
house in bloody coup
D aniel J. Taylor

D aniel J. Taylor

ideal of individualized education.
Admissions staff members plan to
dig beneath the surface and find the true
essence of every Lawrence applicant by
means of interviews, dinner dates, and
even personal visits to applicants homes
by an admissions counselor. "The hope
here is to bridge the gap between the stu-
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He went Greek... Why don't you?

Late Monday night a group of 15
lightly armed Phi Taus stormed their
former residence and forcibly took the
206 S. Lawe house from the Swing
Dancing Club. The Phi Kappa Tau fra
ternity occupied that house prior to
the end of the 02- 03 school year, when
it was awarded to the Theatre
Outreach club. The Swing Dancers
were awarded the house for this year.
Armed with a large Alaskan
salmon, Korbyn Doucette led the
horde of Phi Taus across the quad,
screaming such insults as "Are you all
In The Mood' for an ass-whoppin?"
According to the few observers, the
takeover was ruthless and efficient,
with many Swingers slaughtered in
their sleep.
A truce was briefly called when
Dave Macauley offered to give the Phi
Taus the house if any of them could
beat him in a dance-off, but the Phi
Taus produced Chris Snapp, who

promptly Lindy-Hopped circles around
Macauley, ripped off the Hiett RHD's
head and, angrily grasping its long,
blond hair, drank the stream of blood
coming from his neck. After that the
Swingers apparently offered little
resistance to the Phi Tau onslaught.
At dawn the Phi Tau flag was
raised over the somber battlefield, still
littered with the well-dressed bodies of
the swingers. The battle devastated
the Swingers, with only one member
surviving what is becoming known as
the " Round Midnight Massacre."
That survivor, Aaron Sherkow,
managed to escape the house and
apparently accounted for the only two
Phi Tau casualties — Paul Solomon
and Bart Borej, who were evidently
exhausted from Prof. Pourciau's
Topology class and proved easy targets
for the escaping Sherkow, the
"Pennsylvania 6-5000." In response to
heavy questioning from the rest of
campus, Phi Tau spokesman Peter
Iverson issued the statement that the
fraternity would indeed be having its
Le Brawl party as planned.

We here at The Lawr-optional may be prolific, but we sure
aren’t industrious. Throughout this issue, then, we will share
with you some of the stories we never got around to writing,
(oops!) This is an inaugural April Fools’ feature we call
On the Editing-Room Floor....
Oh, and for the humor-impaired, “April Fool’s.”

Faculty COITUS fails after Dreher interuptus
Emasculating ritual proves strangely unsatisfying
D aniel J. Taylor
The guy always screaming in Main HaN 105

Young faculty members are worried
about a springtime conundrum.
While many have often budded to
pressure and held class outdoors, those
same faculty members have began con
verting their lectures directly to
PowerPoint, in the hopes that the element
of human error in teaching can be elimi
nated. Outdoor classes, however, do not
present PowerPoint as a possibility.
To solve this, the humanities faculty
decided to mount a workshop. (After
protests by Professor Raul Cohen, it was
renamed a "symposium. ”) The sympo
sium on Crises Of Instructional
Technology Usage in Springtime con
vened professors in an attempt to weigh
the pros and cons of classes on Main Hall
Green.
"We feel the COITUS symposium
was a rousing success," saidTim Spurgin,
English department chair. "While we all
feel a powerless urge to rush outside and
teach, I guess sometimes you just have to
keep it in the pants,' so to speak," he con
tinued.
Professor Alexis Boylan of the art
department, though, wondered at the
symposium if a new solution could allow
Feminist Theory classes to continue meet
ing outside while using projectors.
(Due to a somewhat strange condi

tion of her tenure appointment, Boylan
has been ordered by her superiors only to
speak in rhetorical sentences when on
campus. She is allowed to speak just one
non-question per hour of speech.)
"Is this really the best we can do? Is
this really the best we can do, in this age
of mobile technology' and portable digital
media?' Should we really just fly in the
face of the implements of progress that
our time and place offer us at the consid
erable cost of losing out on the awakening
experience of learning in an environment
unshackled by walls, unnatural lighting,
or the patriarchal desk/podium, stand
ing/sitting dichotomies? Or is there
another way, a means of projection that
can make it possible for us to at last over
come the drawbacks of nativity with the
implements of responsible progression, if
not advancement? [...1These are the solu
tions we ought to seek, are they not?'
Dana Rose-Schmalz of Computer
Services jumped on the idea and sched
uled a series of "think-sessions" to be held
in the library's ITC computer lab during
all daytime hours of this term's weeks
nine and ten.
Associate Dean of the Faculty Gerald
Seaman, also chair of the Sexual
Harassment and Assault Resource
Board, interrupted COITUS, however, by
suggesting that all of this talk may be
premature. 'We really aren't deciding
anything at this point. I mean, who's to
say President Beck won t add a set of

well-equipped’ solariums and terrariums
fit for instruction to the new Union?’
The hypothetically proposed solari
ums and terrariums would come in addi
tion to the full sports arena, acoustically
perfect recital hall and performance
dance space, organic food center, refugee
camp, free gold dispenser, totally safe and
non-degrading virtual-reality brothel,
cafeteria, science labs, biosphere,
nicorette-chewing room, tea shop that will
replace the VR, 1,400-computer lab, and
petting zoo that is proposed for the
Richard
Warch
Liberal
Arts,
Entertainment, and Zoological Sciences
Center, which will be erected atop the
grave of Greek life at Lawrence in the
coming years.
Boylan wondered aloud about the
emasculating statement the architecture
would make, directing her laser-pointer to
the front of the COITUS seminar room at
a rendering of the center and asking "Do
you see how, even with the biodome, it still
looks like a deflated phallus? Do you
think this was intended? Can we know if
this was intended? Will we still teach out
doors? This and other questions will be
answered in a future workshop," Boylan
finally concluded, staring challengingly at
Cohen on her final word.
Philosophy Professor John Dreher,
however, remained throughout the sym
posium perpetually undecided about any
thing.
Well, yeah, say Charlie Schmidlap

says to me, he says hey Dreher. Are we
gonna have class outside today or what,
eh? Eh? Of course, if I've got my druthers,
you know, 111 say, well, you know, you're
paying, what, $400 for this class, right? Or
is it more? I don't know, and I'll tell him,
in the time it takes to walk outside, I
could have taught you all about Kant, you
know? There's really not that much to
know... You there, yeah, Tbm Ryckman,
what do you know about Kant?'
Several German professors began to
answer.
"Tbm Ryckman. Tom Ryckman. I'm
talking to Tbm Ryckman. If you didn't
read the article, you shouldn t have come
to the symposium. Well, alright. Back to
my point. If I have my druthers, you know,
111 say that... but let's say I just drank a
six-pack of Doppelbock Beer' And Charlie
Schmidlap, you know what, he’s starting
to make an awful lot of sense! Yeah!

Outside! And when I was drunk, right
before class, let's say I got drunk and I
made a PowerPoint about Hegel. Full of
categories. So what do you do? Eh? You
solve the problem. But how do you solve
it? Yeah! That's the tricky part."
Upon hearing Dreher's equivoca
tions, which were to be followed by folksy
stories about the University of Chicago in
his thick New Jersey accent, it was decid
ed among the faculty that COITUS could
no longer continue.
*
The older faculty in attendance split
after the event, halfjoining Goldgar in his
office for a recitation of medications and
procedures and the other half joining a
cobbled assembly of smokers on the front
porch.
The rest of the frustrated faculty
members posted about COITUS and the
frustrations of springtime on their respec
tive Xanga and Tripod sites.
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It’s shit, I just wanted
to let you know I tried
Daniel J. Taylor
His wife is a fashion consultant!

Do you ever wonder who is in
charge of pushing all the papers on
campus? Who files all that meaning
less garbage that comes and goes in
campus
mail
envelopes? Look
no further than
Dan Winklepleck,
dean of meaning
less paperwork.
Dan single-hand
edly tackles all of
the most mundane
jobs on campus,
but still gushes
that working for
Lawrence is "bet
ter than working
for a sewage
plant."
Next
time
you’re
walking
past Taste of Thai,
be sure to stop by
Dan's office. His
desk is nestled in the basement of the
fine tatery and the scent of quality
ethnic food pervades the room. Dan is
the first to admit that very few people
stop by his office, but that doesn't stop
him from staying involved with
Lawrence’s student body. Dan says,
amid chuckles, "If anyone shows up, I
politely invite them to make an
appointment with my secretary. After

a few days, they usually figure out that
I don't have one... Hah!"
With the mention of a secretary,
Dan launches into a tirade about the
lack of university funding in his
department. Don't think that this man
is bitter though! As I speak with Dan,
I realize that here is a man who is
completely devoted
to Lawrence.
Dan
started
working
for
Lawrence
eight
years ago, when an
entry-level position
with campus mail
was the only job he
could get after five
years in jail for pos
session of crack
cocaine. Since then,
Dan has only
moved up in the
world and owes his
current position to
his hard work and
good attitude.
When I ask
Dan what his
favorite part of his job is, he replies
quickly and confidently: "Vacation
days. And sick days too. Last time I
took one of those, I spent the weekend
in Vegas."
And what is Dan's advice for stu
dents? "Stay away from crack kids, or
you'll end up in a shithole.”

Rogers, citing student
apathy, resigns
Daniel J. Taylor
Staff Writer

Former LUCC President Joel
Rogers formally resigned from office
today even though his term ended a
month ago.
"It is the greatest misfortune in
these challenging times that I must
take up my burdens and exercise the
free will of my forefathers — yes, I'm
on Jesse Jackson's Rolodex — in leav
ing this sacred office for places far
removed from its import," he said.
Rogers, after dropping another five
names, cited student apathy as the pri
mary motivation for his resignation.
Steve Wulf, assistant professor of
government, commented on student
apathy. "Yeah, well, I mean, in North
Korea everyone does jumping jacks.
Well why is that? It's because jumping
jacks take your attention away from
Twinkies, and when your attention is
relegated from Twinkies to jumping
jacks, what happens? No crack whores.
And what does that feel like? Yeah, go

club a baby seal, and then you'll feel
like a crack whore without Twinkies."
LUCC has encountered increasing
student apathy in recent years.
Professor Christian Grose put the
solution simply. "Ya'll need to watch CSPAN," he said. President Beck took a
different view: What we need here is
individualized instruction," she said.
Students also had various reac
tions to the resignation. The College
Republicans insisted that a tax break
would reinvigorate student participa
tion, while the Students for Leftist
Action chanted "No blood for oil!” out
side the LUCC chambers. The College
Democrats offered John Kerry — who
was spotted campaigning in the Union
Grill — as a motivational speaker.
Former LUCC Vice F*resident Tariq
Engineer thought all three solutions
were inadequate. "Just ’cause you put
a cat in an oven don't make it a bis
cuit," he said. "They are all tools. We
need the A-Team to fix this problem. I
pity the foo' who is apathetic."
Lynn Hagee was unavailable for
comment.

Raiden Fighters machine eats quarter;
Elliot DuPois's skeleton finally discovered
c

Downer somehow no longer sucks
Hiett hallways free of bodily fluids for a
record-breaking eight days
TLF tables at Co-Op Party to no avail

Greenfire accidentally composts own member

Daniel J. Taylor
Maurics Cunninham's #1 fan

Citing the ever-increasing popu
larity of Lawrence's environmental
studies, religious studies, gender
studies, and ethnic studies programs,
and the recent creation of an East
Asian studies department, President
Jill Beck announced Wednesday that,
effective immediately, all Lawrence
department names will end in "stud
ies."
Beck announced j-he policy shift
during the last faculty meeting of
Term II, before the traditional faculty
party:
"In order to provide a more coop
erative learning environment for our
students, we need to find a way to
more aptly represent and articulate
those experiential experiences of the
ideal educational environment at
Lawrence," Beck began, adding
emphasis to particular words by tilt
ing her head forward and raising her
eyebrows while looking at the ceiling.
"But while we are clearly on the
right track towards establishing a
model, whole-student-based World of
Learning' in anticipation of the forth
coming Carnegie Mellon criteria,
there are still those who would ask:
Whatever happened to good old-fash
ioned meat-and-potatoes education?'
To allay their fears, we hereby add
'studies' to the end of each depart
ment's name.
"This way, we will reassure poten
tial'capital investors that, while we
believe that most learning takes place
outside the classroom, students do

indeed still 'study' their chosen sub
jects within an interdisciplinary uni
verse of cooperation."
Professors, though universally
awed by Beck's grandiloquence, had
mixed reactions to the decision. The
Lawrentian caught up with some of
them at the faculty party, where
they'd divided into two equally vocal
and besweatered groups.
In many cases the decision creat
ed unlikely alliances, especially
among Main Hall professors. John
Dreher, professor of philosophy stud
ies, praised the move as "pragmatic."
"I think too many students are
'intimidated by the unqualified phi
losophy,"' added professor Tom
Ryckman over the course of several
minutes. "Maybe now I can get some
student athletes in my classes."
Brent Peterson, professor of gen
der and German studies, also hailed
the change. "Not that, as a professor,
I'm allowed to have an opinion on a
subject. But sometimes it seemed that
the old studies' departments were in
an academic ghetto. They didn't seem
quite as respectable. But now every
one is in the ghetto, which essentially
means that there is no ghetto!"
Peterson also expressed hope that
students who were actually German
would stop signing up for classes in
his department, now that it’s clearly
devoted to the study of German.
Adross the room, others stewed
over the announcement, which clas
sics studies professor Daniel Taylor
called "linguistically dubious."
"Biology is the study of life," mut
tered an unidentified DeStasio.
Indeed, many of the self-pro

claimed "Ology" professors had
unsuccessfully petitioned for a special
exemption to the new ruling.
Professor Mark Dintenfass, though
late to hear of the change, has also
asked for an exception.
"Every year I tell my Fiction
Writing class that I can't teach them
anything," complained the professor,
"This new department label is mis
leading.”
According to one sourcq who iden
tified himself only as "The X," profes
sor of theatre arts studies Kathy
Privatt has privately referred to Beck
as "the worst reformer since Noah
Webster."
The change, however, is here to
stay. The Registrar has already made
the required changes to the forthcom
ing course catalog, and Computer
Services has designated the changes
to the Lawrence website a "long-term
project," with an estimated comple
tion date of Dec. 12, 2012.
Beck's announcement also came
as a disappointment to Tim Spurgin,
professor of English studies, whose
own proposal was ignored.
"You know, because of our hiring
practices, folks were always wonder
ing why we didn’t just integrate
English and gender studies," Spurgin
said, laughing manically for some rea
son. His face became very serious and
he continued. "Maybe we overplayed
our hand holding out for an English,
gender, and foreign language studies'
department. What do you think?"
, Rumors of a "Freshman Studies
Studies" course were unconfirmed as
of press time.

ULEAD alienates, converts in
controversial publicity stunt
Daniel I . Taylor
He rides a purple moped

Controversy erupted on campus
this week when The Lawrentian pub
lished a letter by James Hall that stat
ed his opinions on leadership.
"I believe that leadership is the
key to successful organization man
agement," Hall wrote, angering many
who, while they may not object to lead
ership per se, don't feel the need to be
proselytized to.
Many were even more angry when
ULEAD, the campus leadership orga
nization to which Hall belongs, distrib
uted shirts that said "I agree with
James."
One anonymous fraternity presi
dent, who refuses to attend ULEAD
meetings because the organization is
"too cliquey," resented the entire stunt.
"I mean, it's not that I oppose leader
ship. It's just that I think there are
more polite ways to promote it. And it's
very rude to assume that the only
leaders on campus are ULEAD mem
bers. Many leaders just object to the
pushy tactics of ULEAD, but support
the general message of leadership," he
said.
Others think that while leader
ship may be an all right message for
ULEAD, it should not be shoved down

others' throats. "Leadership may be
alright for James, but honestly, I'd
rather not be confronted with it every
time I go around the comer. I mean,
what if I tried to convert James to my
club, UFOLLOW? I don't think he'd
like that, would he?" said Sam
Greenley, a junior physics major.
School officials are looking into a
formal sanction against ULEAD for its
rudeness to non-leadership students
and its insistence on stressing the
message that leadership is not a way
to run an organization, but rather the
only way.
"We really wish that ULEAD
would recognize the diversity of this
campus, and that there are indeed fol
lowers, and those who grew up as lead
ers, but then repudiated leadership in
college. Must they be confronted with
Be a Leader' posters littering our
walls?" asked President Jill Beck.
The questions soon came to
Lawrentian editor Peter Gillette.
Several members of LUCC and the
community in general begged the
question: did he know in advance of
the T-shirt and sign blitz, wherein
each member of ULEAD stated his or
her thoughts on leadership? And why
would the newspaper be allowed to
support such blatant advertising?
"Really, this is not a matter of the
message. We don't object to leadership,

or ULEAD's right to practice it. We
object to the tactics. We want to stress
again we only object to the tactics, not
the message," said an anonymous
member of the LUCC Publications
Board.
It remains to be seen if this will
have the desired effect on membership
ULEAD clearly intended. According to
Dave Macaulay, Hiett RHD and
ULEAD advisor, only seven people
attended the most recent meeting
instead of the normal nine.
"I suppose it's sort of a trade-off,"
Macaulay mused in an interview with
The Lawrentian. "While we have ener
gized our base, we have also galva
nized those who opposed leadership
and may have turned off some of the
so-called soft-supporters' of ULEAD
who have always believed in leader
ship but have had a difficult time sub
mitting to the strictures of a group,"
Macaulay said.
Hall, for his part, has endured
ridicule, scorn, and threats, but is
keeping a cool head. "I am standing up
for what I believe in, and people know
where I stand. A real leader doesn't
back down just because a few people
would rather not have been confronted
with the truth," Hall concluded.
Lynn Hagee, of food services, was
unavailable for comment.

Fred Sturm Sells Out
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First floor of Hiett secedes
D aniel J. T aylor
Gerund tvet and future passive participles are
basically the same thing.
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weekend as the first floor of Hiett Hall
declared its secession from the rest of
the university. The move was wel
comed by residents of first floor, who
felt that their right to party was being
infringed upon, and the rest of the
campus,
which
wants nothing to do
with those people.
First floor resi
dents posted a sign
on the front doors
last Friday declaring
their secession,
along with a list of
95 grievances,
including 'A failure
to provde [sic]
adaqute [sic] space
for our rippin [sic]
keggerz [sic]" and
"deenyng [sic] our
right to excreet [sic]
wherever we wont
[sic]."
Hiett residence
hall director Dave
Macauley seems
pleased with the
sudden change.
"Yeah, we've had
some serious issues
between first floor
and the other resi
dents, but this new
arrangement is
totally sweet! Booyah! First floor is
now totally
autonomous.
Awesome! I under
stand they've
CAPTION
already chosen a
leader for their
tribe, err, commu
nity. Woot!”
This
new
leader is Blane Nestin, who has
earned the respect of his community
through his success at air hockey and
beer die. He has taken the position of

alpha male among the first floor resi
dents, and rumors suggest he plans to
build an enormous bar that will stock
both Hamm's and Old Style brand
beers. Unfortunately, The Lawrentian
was not able to obtain an interview
with Nestin, as his voicemail is not set
up.
However, eyewitnesses have
described the situation on first floor as
both "savage” and "primal." While

accounts vary, there have been con
firmed sightings of residents scroung
ing through the garbage for pizza
crusts and condoms, piles of feces lit
tering the lounges, and what one wit-

ness has called "a Mt. Everest of beer
cans." All signs indicate that the resi
dents of the first floor seem to be mod
eling their behavior after chimpanzee
communities.
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Peter Glick commented, "These stu
dents have regressed to a mindset
remarkably similar to that of our
hunter/gatherer ancestors. Notice
how all the males immediately defer
to the alpha
male in deci
sions regarding
food and sex.
These residents
spend an enor
mous amount of
their time sim
ply eating and
drinking the
provisions that
they collect, with
the rest of the
time spent
sleeping or vom
iting.”
"Many of the
students are
exhibiting
behaviors that
indicate they
have lost the
sense of decency
that is necessary
to live in civi
lized society,”
added Glick.
"These behaviors
include a total
disregard for
other people and
the inability to
enjoy anything
but the most
carnal of plea
sures."
Photo by Daniet J. Taylor
The admin
istration has
made no official
statement on
the Hiett situa
tion, but Dean of Students Nancy
Truesdell has been heard to comment
that she doesn't expect the first floor
residents to survive another winter.

Republicans win Downer veggie vote
Daniel J. Taylor
However, a Stickler for Grammar

The Republican Party managed to
shock food services staff and the campus
at large by pulling 56 percent of the
recent vegetable vote at Downer
Commons. The weeklong vote sought to
encourage students to consume more veg
etables by asking students to vote on
their favorite vegetable dish at each meal.
Despite the fact that Republicans never
showed up on the ballots, they still man
aged to earn an overwhelming majority of
the vote, defeating the predicted winner,
com.
Frankly, we weren t surprised with
the results," says College Republican
President Jan Hand. We believe that
Lawrence students identify with our
strong family values, fiscal responsibility,
and our ability to really spice up a stir fry.
The Repubjican party understands the
needs of the American people, while both
Democrats and sweet potatoes are simply
out of touch with mainstream America. "

Food services director Lynn Hagee
was taken aback. "We never expected
anything but a vegetable to win! Clearly,
American citizens must feel very strongly
about the Republican Party in order for so
many people to write in Republican on
their ballots. Believe you me, there are a
lot of vegetables that will need to totally
revamp their image before the next elec
tion."

Republicans
Com
Sweet Potatoes
Meanwhile, considerable dissent has
surfaced over the election results.
Students for Leftist Action has been
tabling in Downer recently, asking stu
dents to sign a petition that would ask
LUCC to declare the election results

invalid. "We have reason to believe that
certain voters were disenfranchised dur
ing the election. We've seen members of
the College Republicans convincing
minority students that they couldn't vote
because they could not name all the
ingredients found in the Italian medley.
We will not stand for this abuse of the
election process."
The results of the vegetable poll are
the latest indicator that the majority of
Americans identify strongly with the
image that the Republican Party has pro
jected. After winning a majority in both
the House and the Senate last November,
Republicans have now taken control of
Downer's vegetable department.
We are beginning to plan our agen
da, says Jan Hand, "we are currently
looking into importing cheaper vegeta
bles from Canada, which will ease the
burden on our senior citizens. Also, we
plan to cut the budget for liberal veg
etable purchases by 37 percent, which
will make room for our up-and-coming
poster vegetable, ketchup."

Dintenfass can't figure out why he ‘can’t get rid of this damn cold’
Mark Jenike, Joe D’Uva bare all in PlaygirVs "Men of the ACM" issue
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Lawrence faculty
goes Ph.D-optional
Goldgar reveals long-kept
secret: ‘I don’t have one’
Daniel J. Taylor
He'l a snappy dresser

In keeping with Lawrence's new
policy of not requiring the ACT/SAT for
incoming students, it will no longer
require the Ph.D. for incoming faculty.
According to Dean of Faculty Kathleen
Murray, "all of those Ph.D. requirements
create undue anxiety, stress, and angst
among potential Lawrence faculty. The
Ph.D. is actually pretty hard to get and
we don't want to hire a bunch of wiggedout incoming faculty who are require
ment-obsessed." Murray was careful to
note that this is a Ph.D-optional, not a
no-Ph.D. policy. "It’s not like we
absolutely won't hire someone with a
Ph.D.," Murray said, "We think this will
really expand the pool of applicants — I
tested this out informally on College
Avenue last Saturday night and there
seems to be a lot of interest among folks
in being a college professor if they didn't
have to have a Ph.D."
Professor Bertrand Goldgar sur
prised his colleagues by praising the
Ph.D-optional policy. "I think this is the
best thing Lawrence has ever done,"

»

gushed the normally cantankerous
Goldgar. He supports the policy because
it has allowed him to unburden himself
of a long-kept personal secret — Goldgar
never earned the Ph.D.
You've got to understand that way
back when I was a schoolboy in the
South we never heard of those things,"
Goldgar explained, "I don't think they
were even invented yet."
Goldgar’s news came as quite a
shock to members of his usual Grill
lunch table. Professor Karen Carr, who
was careful to note that she actually has
a Ph.D., observed that "Goldgar had us
all bamboozled. He's such a curmudgeon
that we all just assumed he had to be a
Ph.D." Others at the lunch table sug
gested that Goldgar ought to be "sent
back to school to get a proper education."
Goldgar, however, says that he has
no plans to "be schooled."
Interviewed as he was about to
teach his class, Goldgar stated that now
that his secret is revealed he can "teach
in the manner I've always wanted to."
As class began, Goldgar instructed stu
dents to place all of the desks in a circle
and gleefully declared "Today were
going to talk about our feelings..."

Despondent John Kerry
found campaigning at
Union Grill
Daniel J. Taylor
Md you catch tha U of M p m ? Wow!

To the shock of pundits and stu
dents, John Kerry was discovered yes
terday campaigning in the Union
Grill. The visibly depressed senator
acted surprisingly upbeat, recalling a
time when his presence in "the home
of the Vikings" had drawn significant
ly more attention.
While he acknowledged that the
election was "over in the technical'
sense of the word" he would continue
the fight for affordable healthcare
and a lighter grill menu "all the way
to the White House! Or at least, most
of the way to 441."
A crowd of fawning professors
and disillusioned students gathered
around the failed Democratic candi
date, who then asked, "Speaking of
going most of the way to 441, can any
one drive me there? My bus ran out of
gas."

"Remember when I came to
Appleton?" inquired the one-time
presidential candidate, taking a half
hearted bite out of his chickpea tahini
burger. "It was a bit of a blur for me,
actually. But I remember there was a
lot of cheering. "
He added that his Appleton
"brats, beer, and cheese" line was
great, and that he was sure his stylish
Carhartt jacket had really showed the
working man "who the real champion
of middle class values... or, I guess,
who would have been the champion...
of... oh, nevermind."
The senator grinned and pumped
a fist into the air, before inexplicably
leading a cheer of "3-4-3!"
When asked what the cryptic
cheer meant, Kerry explained that it
costs $343 to fix the broken campaign
bus, and if everyone could pass a hat,
it would Teally contribute to the "fight
for the working man A fight that
will... No, come on, Fox Valley: help
me get home."

Beansnappers, Beck create
outreach dance program
for students, community
Daniel J. Taylor
It’s hard to lose weight when you eat red meat,
which is why I don’t eat fruit.

Earlier this week, Lawrence
University President "Jillybean" Beck
announced a partnership with the pro
prietors of "Wisconsin's wildest totally
nude club,”-Beansnappers. The afore
mentioned partnership will facilitate a

program that, according to Beck, "com
bines the uselessness of modern dance
with the seductivity and sensuality of
stripping. In so doing, we hope to cre
ate a program that keeps kids off the
streets after school, and puts much
needed cash into the hands of strug
gling undergraduates."
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Point/Counterpoint
To deny friendship, Ingrid,
is to deny humanity
D ie te r S chm idlap
••reward Would-ba Sultr_-

In a world that has forever been
plagued by war and social injustice,
where hope is constantly becoming a
dying dream in
the wake of
unceasing
tragedies — it is
all we can do to
reclaim
the
prospect of social
harmony and the
goodness of the
human heart by
reaching out in
the smallest of
ways to our fel
low citizens of
the
world.
However I can't
help but join the
jaded majority in their constant disil
lusionment when I put forth my hand
in good faith and it is spit upon by
dbrtid Mack-hearted human being and
thrown back in my face with the cold
est indifference.
Ingrid Johnson, when I requested
that you confirm our friendship on the
Lawrence Facebook I was asking not
as a desperate plea to gain personal
self-worth or as a way to extend my
social appeal by appearing more con
genial than I actually am in person,
but rather as a way of acknowledging
the possibility of two. human beings

connecting in a world that is constant
ly set on tearing people apart. After
all, we have conversations discussing
our family history, favorite movie
stars, dream vacations, and the things
we have in our bedrooms. How can you
shut the door on our prospective rela
tionship
without
even giving it a
chance to blossom?
Perhaps
you
were put off by my
choice of "3 Ninjas
Kick Back" as a
favorite movie or my
personal quote from
"Captain Planet,"
both of which I post
ed solely for their
ironic appeal and not
to serve as an accu
rate portrayal of
myself. Whether it
was my eclectic
musical tastes or my "Oh him?
He/she's just a friend" dating status
that you found so unappealing, I feel
as though your selfish response shows
how far the materialistic views of our
society have seeped into the fertile
hearts of our generation.
I weep for this day, Ingrid. I hope
for your sake that the ice on your cold
heart breaks away before you find
yourself a bitter lonely old woman
reading Hemingway in your rocking
chair, unable to see the sun rising
between your rusted old shutters. ,
Current Mood. Disillusioned.

Lawrence to go
testing-optional
Online surveys to become
chief mode of instruction
Daniel I . Taylor
Randall McNeil's more attractive colleague

In an unprecedented shift of insti
tutional
emphasis,
Lawrence
University President Jill Beck will
announce that Lawrence plans on
removing tests by 2010, with a gradual
phasing out of objective criteria of
evaluation altogether by 2020.
Final exams will now be replaced
by online surveys, which students will
be requited to complete in order to
graduate.
•Under the new plan, students will
be required to complete online surveys
and political action projects in an
equal distribution between earth sci
ences, computer and quantitative divi
sion, gender studies, feiriinism, other
vaguely legitimate sciences, psycholo
gy, and anthropology.
While "coursework" in the tradi
tional sense may be a thing of the past,
students will nonetheless be required
to meet with a tutor from the Center
for Teaching and Learning once a
week.
"Tutoring is beneficial no matter
what stage of the process you're in,"

said Geoff Gajewski, CTL director.
"There's nothing wrong with going to a
tutor, just to see how you're doing, and
to make sure you're keeping up with
your surveys."
Students will also be required to
design IS different online surveys per
term, and, according tb Heck, that's
where the challenge comes in:
"No student may repeat a survey
that has already been e-mailed around
to the student body, but it must be a
slight variation on a previous survey,"
Beck explained.
For instance, if one were going to
write a survey on organic gardening,
which has already been done, one
would have to add a catchy academic
term like "deconstructionist" or "gen
der politics of' or "music and," and
leave it up to the rest of the students
to catch the nuance.
"I've already gotten a heads-up on
this new mode of scholarship. I was
just testing the system with my aver
age American man' survey last week,
but a bunch of gullible students actu
ally took the test. Heh. : )" blogged
Professor Peter Glick.

Honor
code

Nein, Dieter!
In g rid Johnson
Heartless Crusher of Dreams

Yesterday I opened up my Facebook
account to catch up on my friends and
general
news
around campus
and what do I find
but an invitation
for friendship. So
I'm expected to
confirm or deny
that "Dieter" from
my German class
is really my friend.
Dieter, are you
serious?
Sure,
we've been com
paring our dream
vacations,
pets
from childhood,
and hair color for
the past three weeks, but apart from a
few conversations in broken German
that we may or may not have understood
about information that may or may not
have been true, I don't really know any
thing about you. Now, I'm expected to
make a tragic choice.
First, I could confirm Dieter, but
then am I expected to acknowledge him
in social situations? Am I obligated to

peruse his favorite movies, dating sta
tus, and favorite personal quote? And,
worse, what hsDDens when ir-y
see him in my "Friends” list?
Or, I could deny Dieter, but then
would he scorn me? Will my perky,
friendly reputation
be forever tarnished?
And then, the
third and most popu
lar choice... I can just
let Dieter's pitiful bid
for friendship rot in
my "Confirm Friend"
box forever. Dieter
will believe that I'm
just a very busy per
son or that the net
work has been notori
ously bad lately.
No,
fellow
Lawrentians! I will
not take the easy way
out. Dieter is not my friend! He has
never been my friend! Nein, Dieter! You
ask for my friendship and my answer is
a resounding, "Nein!"
Lawrentians, stand with me now.
Deny your enemies, casual acquain
tances, and the creepy drunk guy who
always approaches you at Downer
brunch. Dieter, I declare for all of us:
Friendship denied.

Net reg goes perfectly
Daniel J. Taylor
Randail McNeill m a t to Harvard, Taylor didn’t.

JUNK 1, 2005 - Lawrence
Registrar Anne Norman was pleased
to announce this week that the move
to online registration went through
without a single error. Though the
flawless transition came as no sur
prise to the registrar's office staff,
students were pleased to see that the
incessant obstacles and delays that
plagued the old fashioned walk-in
system had been swiflly and com
pletely eradicated. "The new system
worked without a single hitch,”
Norman stated, "and here at the
office we were especially delighted to
go through an entire first week with
out even one student complaint about
his or her schedule."
For the first time in Lawrence
history, every student was able to
efficiently choose his or her schedule
online without dealing with add/drop
forms or the notoriously long lines on
the first day of classes. Registration
was accomplished using Voyager, an
online service that students access
daily to check their performance
reports, degree requirements, and
financial aid status. Students were
able to register according to their
own schedules at a location that was
literally within arms reach.
Norman claimed that the $25
late fee charged for course additions
after the registration period had
ended will soon be a thing of the past,
as all students were registered Before
the
deadline.
The
Faculty
Subcommittee on Administration cel
ebrated at the VR after receiving not
a one pesky petition due to tardy
add/drop submissions.
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Nancy Truesdell attributes much
of the success of the new "Net Reg"
system to the online practice sessions
offered through Voyager prior to the
transition. "We were pleased — but
again, not surprised — to see that
every student went through with the
Net Reg simulation,” Truesdell
declared. "This unanimous support
from our enthusiastic student body
was the real glue that made Net Reg
come together." Truesdell added that
the most recent online survey showed
unanimous satisfaction with the new
registration system among students
and faculty.
There was one lone casualty,
however, as Professor Bert Goldgar
died while delivering an erudite tele
phone tirade to a Computer Services
helpdesk employee after he was
unable to access his Voyager account,
which the late professor checked
every hour on the hour.
The employee told him that his
desired password, "HMSSWALLOW,"
was too long and would have to be
changed once and for all.
"Oh, this is just great. Mark
[Dintenfass] put you up to this, didn't
he?" Goldgar sneered. "And as for
you," he told the employee, "they sure
fucked you up, your mum and dad."
A tape-recording of the call
revealed a strange, prolonged cackle
that Richard Yatzeck called "Phillip
Larkin's last laugh."
The Lawrence community looks
forward to smooth and impeccable
registration in coming years. The
Registrar's office staff agrees that
they are eager for the next registra
tion period to begin. "The only prob
lem," Norman said, "is that the office
is a little lonely now [Laughs]."

divine
m v

Daniel J. Taylor
Proud Phi Tau slum

Honor Council chair Pete Snyder
revealed today that the Honor Code
and its precedents came directly from
God.
"It's golden," Snyder said. "When
Moses came down from the Sinai, he
had a third, golden tablet with the
honor code and its precedents on it.
He strapped it to a camel, and it made
its way to the Fox Valley through some
mysterious workings of the divine."
Snyder insisted that the Code was
legitimate, and that Lawrentians had
no choice but to follow it. "You can't
argue with divinity," Snyder said. "I
invite you, as God invites you, to
believe in these precedents. Believe, or
I'll smite your heathen ass with a twoletter grade reduction."
Snyder also commented on the
role of intent in Honor Council delib
erations. "Really, we are not, nor ever
will be measured by the goodness of
our intent," he said. Dean Martha
"Messiah” Hemwall, adviser to the
Council, said that she took comfort in
the narrow path of academic destruc
tion. "Each academic year is like a
mini-Rapture," she said. "We find the
sinners against the Code, and on judg
ment day we send each student's GPA
straight to hell. Hey, all you plagiariz
ers out there: the time is near!"
Snyder stated that Honor Council
serves an important moral role. "Hey,
if you have nothing worth dying for,
you have nothing worth living for. By
destroying GPAs, we give people a rea
son to die. Think of how that enhances
their lives!"
Hemwall noted that any dishonor
able infidel can appeal to President
Jill Beck — called "Jesus Jill" by
Council members — for salvation
from academic damnation. "Really,
only through Jill is one freed from
judgment and academic death," she
said. Beck was unavailable for com
ment, though several prayers were
made in her name, and one Hail Mary
was left on her voicemail.
This latest testament came as a
response to Bill Dalsen's "10
Questions for Honor Council," pub
lished on January 21. Dalsen thought
the response was nonsense. "They just
think I'm bitter about losing the
LUCC election, so they came up with
this to fend me off," he said. "Well, the
writing's on the wall: if I was bitter
about that, I would have written a
roast-in-hell piece against Joel and
masqueraded it as a staff editorial,
and then blamed Computer Services
for tapping my email account and
replacing my nice staff ed with an evil
one." Dalsen stated that Lawrence
needs an intrusion detection system,
muttered
something
about
Constructivism, and then denied the
existence of matter.
Lynn Hagee was unavailable for
comment.

’ Aritjy Rozanski given special invite to etiquette dinner in at-risk outreach program
Smoking Halo, ashtrays both installed in Phase One o f Beck’s Project: Mixed Message
;jj

.Career Center job-search session proves fruitful, utterly demoralizing
Otund d u r i i ? #

StM^an.tnaceT w e e k e n d
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Dean’s sixth column
[expletive deleted) Alright, listen up ladies, now's the time where I tell you how
it is: don't hate the playa. Hate the game. You know how it is.
Some find a stud like me, on the mack, on the prowl, doing my thine... yny RuOW,
the lodi' STe iexpietive deleted] powerless.
Seriously, for a second, so I have a girlfriend — how are you baby? don't slap me
later, this is all in the name ofjournalism — but I figured, hey, my game must have
gotten rusty, right? All that domesticity can zap a dog.
So I've decided to experiment with what my friend and poker teacher Justin
Eckl calls "mad game." Where else to go but the magic of FWebook9
Facebook is where the hotties come out to play, as any Sig Ep knows.
Unfortunately, other girls come out to play too, so it's very tricky to tell an M-80
apart from a fatty fuse. Let me introduce you to the first ruse of Facebook: the real
face photo. Now, to tell you the truth, I love a girl with a beautiful face. In a pinch,
that'll do. What about a beautiful face and a beautiful body? That's what we [exple
tive deleted] go for in New York.
Now, ladies know this, fellas, they know that when presented with a pretty face,
our homy spring-induced imaginations will fill in the rest And so they take pictures
of each other on prom night hair all up, makeup all perfect This is what you see.
But the sirens of Facebook know how to capsize a stud in the turbulent waters
o f ugliness and stuff You gotta watch out for that
So the prom-night siren is the first danger. The "boyfriend-back-home" tease is
the second. Watch out when the girl puts up glamour shots, a tease in the interests
(anime pom, cosmo sex tips), but then — these are key — don't list her dating sta
tus. Man, stay the [expletive deleted] away.
The last one is the goody-two-shoes. Low-cut shirt, aforementioned interest-list
teases ("French art films"—come on, kids, we all knowwhat this really means), dat
ing status is single (yes!), and then you get to organizations and find... LCF. Ouch!
So I decided to test my theory, but I couldn't find a good mark. Then I got a hot
e-mail from this freaky chick, Cynthia Thompson, last week. All it said was
"xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx." Now that's a woman who knows how to get to the point
Then I went to Facebook. She doesn't have a profile! I see how it is. A real playa
doesn't just give up without a fight, so I tracked her down on find.Lawrence.edu —
another great booty — nabbing tool, boys.So I call her up. Extension 6525. It went
a little something like this:
Dean: Hey, yeah, uh, Cindy?
Cindy: Yes, you've reached the Lawrence University president’s office."
Shit. The president's secretary. I had to think on my feet.
Dean: "Uh, yeah, this is Joel Rogers. How's the weight room coming?"
Cindy: "Excuse me?'
Dean: "Are you going to build that weight room for me or what?’
Cindy: Well, President Beck is in London right now."
Dean: "Oh, alright. Don't bother calling me back."
So yeah. I've got no more game, but I've got a fine girlfriend and at least I could
pass along these life lessons.
Peace out. [Insert inside joke here]
-by Dean Etnault

PHOTO POLL
Past Lawrence presidents, tcfl us a hit
aboutyour newest colleague:
How's she done so for?

I

Daniel J. Taylor
Will Hava to Buy a Real Vehicle Now

Builders began work on the new
College Avenue bridge last week, and
mayhem instantly ensued.
Packs of wild dogs, whose habitat
was destroyed by the bridge expansion,
began attacking Lawrentians yester
day. In related news, six students were
hit by cars driven by some of the 40,000
new Appleton residents who moved into
the area last week as soon as they felt
the roads could support them.
The organizers of Woodstock '99
called the city of Appleton yesterday
and asked if, now that there are ade
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E d it o r in C h ie f:
D aniel J. Taylor
M a n a g in g E d it o r :
D aniel J. Taylor
L a y o u t E d it o r :
D aniel J. Taylor
A s s o c ia t e L a y o u t E d it o r :
D aniel J. Taylor

“As long as she ensures that all teach
ing continues to abide by strict
Methodist doctrine and students wor
ship G od frequently, I have no quarrel
with... wait, h e r! Are you serious?
The President is a s he’ ! L e t m e ro ll

C o p y C h ie f:
N orm a Loquendi
A s s o c ia t e C o p y E d it o r :
Daniel J. Taylor

over.”
-A m o* Lawrence, founder

F e a t u r e s E d it o r :
D aniel J. Taylor
N e w s E d it o r :
D aniel J. Taylor
-■*

A s s o c ia t e N e w s E d it o r :
D aniel J. Taylor
O p in io n s S t E d ito ria ls E d ito r:
D aniel J. Taylor

“Jill. I’m sorry: 1 let the students start
i he VR and LUCC. And did they tell
you about the mortgage yet? Oops, I
guess. G ood luck!"
-Pres. Thomas Smith (1969-1979)

A S t E E d it o r :
D aniel J. Taylor

j't rbist b «j^ c*
>in

“Wait, wait, you’re serious? She still
hasn’t razed that godforsaken res
hall thpy named after me?Jt reeks of
Leinic’s, weed, and Jimmy John’s.”
-Pres. Samuel Plantz (1894-1924)

Construction on
new bridge begins
Biblical scholars fear
Armageddon now imminent

5

“She seems to ar least pretend to like
my book, so, yeah, 1 guess that’s cool."
-Pres. Henry Merritt Wriston
(1925-1937)

quate roads to support large crowds,
some sort of rape-and-violence filled
music fest could be held this summer.
Woodstock 05 will focus solely on rap,
and crowds will be bused in from urban
areas across the country.
Upon hearing news of the bridge,
Senator John Kerry applauded city offi
cials for "putting hundreds of bridgebuilders back to work." Kerry instantly
scheduled another Appleton rally for
next Saturday, even though the presi
dential election is long complete.
"America can do better... and with a
bridge like this in one of our finest
states, maybe we finally will," Kerry
said, donning a Packers jersey and grin
ning inexplicably.

S p o r t * E d it o r :
Daniel J. Taylor

Daniel J. Taylor is:
K ate Enoch ( SAT 1300), Peter
G illette (AC T 27), Dan H olbrook
(AC T 33) , Cleo Slau ghter (SA T
1200), Nikola Radoshevich (IQ
36), Paul K arner (passed
T O E FL on a w ing and a
prayer), Reid Stratton
(answ ered SAT with tone row,
b u t still scored 1100), Amy
>' SiehelB-t36, 1600^ 36), Sandi
Schw ert (stopped answ ering
SAT questions after getting 69
right) , A lex Week and Peter
G riffith (cheating, scored SAT
900), Corin H ow land (did it in
pen--oops!), Beth M cH enry (AP
E n glish-3), Julia Robinson (SAT
II in theatre-609), Bill D alsen
(w as thrown out for arguing
questions 45 and 96, which p re
supposed a m ind-body dich oto
my), the S ta ff o f the Appleton
P ost-C fescen t ... are congenial
and talented individuals.
A ll a r t i c le s w e r e s u g g e s t e d
an d e x p lic itly a p p ro v e d b y
Paul S h rod e, N ancy
T r u e s d a le [ s i c ] , J i l l B e c k ,
a n d C h e f B o b . A d d it i o n a l
e d i t in g b y th e g h o s t o f
M a u r ic e C u n n in g h a m a n d
th e im a g in e d , r e - m e m b e r e d
v o i c e o f P e t e r F r it z e ll.

“Hey, 1 went on to be president of
Harvard, so 1 don’t waste my time haunt
ing this hclthole when 1 can laugh at
Lawrence Summers instead.”
-Pres. Nathan Pusey (1944-1953)

Special thanks to two special
guest w riters: P rofessors Peter
G lick and Karen Carr (P h D s
from U niversity o f M innesota
and Stanford, respectively)
And now, w ith ou t further ado,
m ore discarded story ideas:

Facebook forgotten
about
Archeology department
digs its own grave
Sage Steve has an idea

The o p in io n s expressed in these e d ito ria ls are fa lla c io u s and
fre q u e n tly incorrect, but then again, w h o 's to say anym ore? All
facts are w eapons w ielded by th e ir auth ors in the great, silen t
M arxist struggle. The L a w re n tia n endorses any o pinio ns.
We o u g h t to m a k e very c le a r that D a n ie l J. Taylor, H iram A.
Jo n e s p r o fe s s o r o f classics, d id not, in a n y way, p a rtic ip a te in
the cre ation o f this issue.
Any angry readers can voice th e ir co m p la ints on Main Hall
Green at 12:25 M ondays and W ednesdays. BYOSoapbox.

‘T o paraphrase Cuba Gooding Jr.,
'Show me the money. Show me the
money, Jill. Show me the motherf—’
...Oh, wait, can I change my quote?"
-Pres. Richard Warch (1979-2004)

Mudd .gallery adds
sounds of hammering to
third-floor library
ambience
Rob Neilson namechecked in April Fool’s
Lawr-optional in hollow
affirmation of coolnes

THE LAWR OPTIONAL

after
Daniel J. Taylor
‘ cough*

Authorities have recently questioned
rapper Bobby Ryan about his possi
ble role in the alleged disappearance
of fellow rapper Noah Wark this past
January.
Rob Patla, Wark's manager,
refused to talk to the press in detail
and would not confirm or deny
Wark's whereabouts. Patla nonethe
less downplayed campus talk of a
feud between the rappers: That's all
hype from The Ijawrentian and The
One Minute Ijefl, which just want to
outsell each other. It'sjust part of the
biz."
Anonymous sources contacted
Dean of Students Nancy Truesdell
last December with concerns that the
alleged feud between Ryan and Wark
was escalating.
The feud, which began backstage
at the LU Live talent competition in
September, escalated with a rhyming
battle between the two one
November night. Wark shouted from
the Sig Ep steps to Ryan, who stood
outside the ORC house.
Patla declared Wark the winner,
throwing Ryan into a rage.
"You know how it is and how it's
gotta be / When you spin the rhymes from
sea to shinin' sea / They didn't get you
then and they sure won't now / So why

RGB RYAN. ETC.

should I even tell you how?" Ryan
freestyled, before spitting towards the Sig
«V» h
rV...IVjtUl
' . t.U
aWUW
nU d hit thp
Lp
1UfU.T
MM/ Yuai’
- ---house instead.
Patla never publicly acknowledged

that Ryan may have had some role in
Wark's disappearance, but a brawl
ensued backstage at LU Live 2.0 about
Patla's last-minute decision to bring in

renowned rapper Common — at great
expense to the university — to face off
against. Ryan in the evening's rap battle,
which offered the winner a $12,000
reward.
You know how it is / You come in
a winner like you ain't a sinner / And
just like that your future, it gets thin
ner / Ain't it just like the night to play
tricks when you're tryin' to be so
quiet? / Fool, be lucky you don't see it
when I start in to riot," said Ryan.
Ryan’s head of security, Adam
Minor, denied Ryan’s role in Wark's
disappearance. "He disappeared the
moment he recorded 'I Want to Thank
You. Those were pretty whack lyrics.
My boy can take him on the mic any
day — we re all peaceful people, any
way."
Some fear that Wark, acknowl
edged as a talented rapper, may face
opposition in the wider hip-hop com
munity. Not just for his race, but for
his name, which recalls a slang word
for "narcotics officer," will he find oppo
sition. Narcotics officers are typically
not "cool" people in the hip-hop world,
even among non-drug users.
'Wark it now, yeah 111 allow / but
when the night is over, I take my bow,"
Ryan concluded.
When asked of the controversy,
former Bad News Jones rapper Jed
Spiegelman nodded, grinned, winked,
and shrugged in one relaxed, flowing
motion.
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meals a day, classes
Rob Ryan never seen again
Daniel I. Taylor
Formw n w bi r of the Ugly Club

Lynn Hagee, director of Food
Services, announced last month that
Lucy's would begin offering breakfast,
lunch, and dinner every day of the
week, and would also offer any class
desired by a resident of Colman Hall.
The announcement came after the
great success of the Lucy’s dinners
offered last November.
Since this announcement, the size
of the Lawrence student body seems to
have been instantly reduced by 130
people. It appears that now that
Colman offers everything needed by a
college student, Colman residents just
aren't leaving the building.
"I used to have 16 people in my
Freshman Studies class," said Kohler
resident Susan Meyer. "Now it's just
me and some stoner kid from Plantz.
How am I supposed to have a mean
ingful discussion about The Way' with
a guy spends the whole class period
turning things into bongs?"

The effect of this dramatic change
is being felt outside the classroom as
well. The crew team, especially, has
been feeling the effects of this change.
Women's crew member Anna
Hollinger comments, "I used to be in a
full boat, eight people. Now there are
just three people left in my boat. All we
can do is row in circles.''
But Colman residents aren't the
only ones staying holed up inside the
residence hall. Hiett resident Robert
Ryan has been missing since Hagee
first made her announcement. His
roommate, Ben Weston, pleads, 'Yeah,
we put up missing persons posters and
everything, but there's still no sign of
Rob. We suspect he is living in the sec
ond floor lounge of Colman, but wejust
don't know. Please, if anyone sees
Robert Ryan, call me right away."
There appears to be no solution in
sight to this situation. Dean of
Students Nancy Truesdell is loathe to
overturn Lynn Hagee’s decision, as it
is expected that Colman residents will
riot. 'We don't want another Attica on
our hands,” said Truesdell.

Barrett to replace Hollis
LCF petitions to have Ten Commandments
as ‘hip’ English professor

posted at J-board meetings
Daniel I. Taylor
Remember when Cicero expelled Cotoline from
Rome?

Responding to an increase in "moral
turpitude," the Lawrence Christian
Fellowship has begun circulating a peti
tion to have replicas of the Ten
Commandments posted visibly at each
Judicial Board hearing. If the petition is
successful, the Commandments, report
edly handed down to Moses by famous
deity Yahweh during the forty years the
Israelites spent wandering in the desert,
would be engraved on real stone and
hung "visibly, and with appropriate rev
erence," somewhere at each meeting of
the student-run Judicial Board. The peti
tion requests that if stone is deemed too
expensive, the tablets be replaced with
"well-painted Styrofoam replicas."
According to IXTF member Melody
Waring, the Commandments would pro
vide a visible symbol of morality and rec
titude. "It would be a moral compass to
our wandering and last students. Also,
having the Commandments posted in a
visible location might help speed up JBoard hearings, since the sight of the
tablets would inspire the guilty to exam
ine their consciences and surrender
themselves to the mercy of a higher
authority," Waring added.
LUCC president Ann Miller echoed
Waring's feelings, telling Lawrentian

reporters You know, sometimes I sus
pect that some of our students just don't
believe. I don't want to be so harsh, but I
see students getting drunk at parties,
then fornicating or defacing property.
Well, I don't see it, but people tell me
about it. Well, I hear people telling other
people about it. If we had the
Commandments posted in our court of
law, students would remember that
when we break the Commandments we
don't just hurt our fellow students, we
hurt our Lord God. What it comes down
to is people need a visible sign of the
divine to keep them in line. Hey, Uiat
rhymes!"
Despite the strong support for the
petition, and over three hundred signa
tures, some are cynical about its chances
of success. You don't suppose they mean
it, do you?' Professor Goldgar was heard
to say shortly before his death. "Now, I'm
not a Christian, so you tell me. What are
they thinking? They came over here to
try to get me to sign, and I saw names
like Saint Peter and John the Baptist on
the list Even at I^awrence, I don't think
dead saints can legally sign. Course, I
didn't believe gender studies was a real
major until last year."
Not all segments of the I^awrence
Christian community support the peti
tion movement. LCF radical James
DeCaro responded to the deployment of
the petition by announcing that he and a

Daniel J. Taylor
splinter group of guerrillas calling them
selves WRATH would bypass the "secu
lar administrative process" to execute
the insertion of the Commandments.
DeCaro went on to assert that his group
would forcibly place the Commandments
"wherever it is that J-Board meets."
WRATH was forced to admit defeat later
that week, citing the fact that "no one in
WRATH has ever been to J-Board, so we
have no idea where it is." WRATH repre
sentatives declined to comment on the
meaning of their acronym.
LCF officers have decried DeCaros
insurgents and dismissed cynics in an
open letter to the student body written
by Miller. The letter, which is available in
full on the Lawrentian website at
http://restricted.lawrentian.com/freepiratedmoviesandpom/LCFletter.html,
begins by denying all responsibility for
DeCaros WRATH and declaring the
group anathema. It goes on to request
that Professor Goldgar and other cynics
"get (themselves) behind [us|," before
concluding that "as the Constitution
says, we are one student body, under
God, indivisible."
The Uiwrence administration would
not comment on the petition, explaining
that it was putting in, like, really long
hours on this web-registration thing *
We re just totally checked out on every
thing else. We are totally wiped out on
this thing, man.”

Debbaut trip proves uneventful
Daniel I . Taylor
That guy with the HUGE office

Visiting Professor of Orchestral
Studies Robert Debbaut's sixth trip to
Prague, curiously, failed to yield any
anecdotes.
"Well kids, I'd love to tell you I saw
an interesting statue or ran into some
compelling person in a cafe or learned

some new musicological nugget or dis
covered a new piece, but I pretty much
got off the plane, led a few cut-and-dry
professional rehearsals, and put on
some pretty exciting concerts. Then I
went home," Debbaut told the orches
tra upon his return.
The tedium of the trip, however,
didn't deny the maestro his Spring
Break Mardi Gras needs entirely.
"I nailed the concert, stepped on a

rusty nail afterwards, and got nailed
by the cops for not having my subway
pass validated. Other than that it was
the same old boring trip to Prague.
God, am I glad to be back in Appleton. "
He punctuated his story with an
emphatic downbeat, as the orchestra
played for a while, only to be cut off
when Debbaut recalled a dynamite
Bruno Walter story mid-movement.

They will NEVER fire him

Upon receiving word that
Catherine Hollis will be moving to
California upon the completion of this
academic year, the English faculty was
flooded with disconcerted e-mails and
phone calls regarding the fate of the
department. For the past four years
Hollis has graced the English depart
ment with her remarkable under
standing of western literature, a
dynamic teaching personality, and —
most importantly — a hip liberal per
sona that has provided the English
major with its eminent chic appeal.
Students have often gravitated
toward Hollis when looking to discuss
anything from the avante garde writ
ing in James Joyce's "A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man," to the musical
underscoring in Wes Anderson's
"Rushmore."
After an emergency meeting the
English faculty members released a
statement informing students that the
recently hired poetry professor, Faith
Barrett, will be fulfilling Hollis' role as
"hip" English professor. "I'm honored
and |sarcastically | oveijoyed to take
on such a position," Barrett said, "I
just hope it doesn't interfere with my
tenure [laughs |.”
The transition was set into motion
when Barrett was asked to present the
Elizabeth Bishop lecture to the fresh

man studies classes, a task previously
in Hollis' domain. Though the presen
tation lacked Hollis’ kitschy pop-culture references and dimly-perceived
sarcastic jokes, there was definitely a
certain level of hipness. Freshman
Keely Borland claimed, "[Barrett) has
that real chill way of talking that
makes you feel cool just listening. You
can tell she listens to a lot of Ani
[Difranco]."
The English department is
relieved to find out that their faculty
will continue to maintain a level of
cool in the coming years, though the
decision was met with some reluc
tance. Senior English major Kendall
Surfus pointed out, "Barrett's a good
find with her sardonic attitude, trippy
poetry, and affinity for curse words,
but Hollis had that tattoo that was
just so dec." Hollis assured students
that she will also be handing over her
slot on WLFM and that Barrett will
soon be able to chew the fat about any
underappreciated rock group brought
up in or out of class.
"I've enjoyed my time here at
Lawrence and there are certainly no
hard feelings," said Hollis, smoking an
American Spirit and nodding appre
ciatively to the Pixies song playing in
the background," Ijust gotta get out of
the Midwest, [exhales, flicks cigarettel
you know what I mean?" When ques
tioned about the transition Goldgar
didn t get it.

Beta brothers shocked to be wearing exact same
J. Crew outfits
Faith Barrett publishes in poetry.com anthology
Dell forgets to check security messages for a
week; ten dead
Better than Ezra comes to Appleton; Guster sucks
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Classic
Film Club
to show
‘Super
Troopers’
Daniel J. Taylor
One of the Fox Valley's leading softball players
in his age group

In a move that is expected to raise
attendance at Classic Film Club movie
screenings, the organization announced
Wednesday that the club, which in the
past has aimed to expose students to clas
sic films from years gone by, will now
focus on showing movies that students
actually want to see.
"Attendance has been steadily declin
ing for years," explained Classic Film
Club member Ted Engles. "We had hoped
that the liberally-educated students here
might prefer elaborate plots or clever
scripting, but it looks like college kidsjust
want crude humor and mild nudity. We
decided it was time to can the old-timey
stuff and give the students what they
want: policemen chugging maple syrup."
Many students on campus are very
excited for the change in programming.
Junior Andy Farling said, Yeah, I went to
one of those movies once, I think, but I
didn't get it. There was like, so many
words, and stuff. But dude, I'm totally
stoked to see 'Half Baked' for, like, the
eighth time this weekend. Yeah!"
With a schedule that includes such
perennial favorites as "Dumb and
Dumber," Tbmmy Boy," and "American
Pie," this season of Classic Film Club
movies looks to be a big success.

ARTS & THE CLASSIC FILM CLUB
McQuinn allegedly
breathes
Daniel J. Taylor
Just look for the maroon Subaru with the
license plate that reads Varrol

Professor of Music History Julie
McQuinn breathed mid-lecture
recently for the first time in her
Lawrence career.
The milestone happened yester
day during a lecture on Debussy's "La
Mer." After analyzing the piece as
part of an 8-minute continuous schplee-ah incorporating the Fibonacci
series, the sociopolitical inheritance
of Wagnerian tonality upon Debussy's
compositional aesthetics, her St.
Bernard Mika, a movie McQuinn
almost rented at Blockbuster last
week that her husband would have
loved, the effect of the Prix du Rome
upon composers, extended dominants/whole-tone pitch collections,
syphilis, Mika again, Baudelaire,
Mika, German techno, and that
strangely sad glint that Mika gets in
her eyes the instant a recording con
ducted by Fritz Reiner begins to
sound, McQuinn's eyes grew large
and she cut off a student's comment
about vertical sonority by saying
"Stop! Listen! Isn't it pretty? But do
you hear how it's... beautiful?"
The brief breath, inserted during
an abnormally long pause between
"Listen!" and "Isn't it pretty?" caused
the class to gasp. Typically, according
to Joe Connie — who, according to
McQuinn's sign-in sheet, "‘"‘never**
misses an episode of "Law and Order:
Special Victims Unit" — "anytime
there’s a silence, she will just jump up
and down when she's not talking, or

convulse about the available space
until a whiteboard marker or some
thing that makes her think of her dog
or Paris seems to magically appear."
McQuinn was reached for com
ment via e-mail, but ***The
Lawrentian*** maintains a strict no
emoticon policy. McQuinn subse
quently called back, saying — politely
but with passion — "Don't you under
stand you are enforcing this false
dichotomy of high and low typesetting
that is just like the cruel specter came
to haunt tonal composers during the
twentieth century (and that great
popular music can be just that: great
music!) and film music and ... and ...
OK, so much I want to say, but there's
just not time. But don't you see how
it's completely the same? Just nod.
And if you need to ... yes, totally the
kind of thing to talk about more out
side of class ... oh, no ... we just can’t
go there. I so wish we could, you guys!
Agggh! OK! Voicemail over. Bye!"
Last year, when McQuinn was
still a visiting professor, students
thought that she was merely trying to
get it all into one year. But this year,
some believe that the schplee-ah still
present a dangerous to McQuinn's
health.
"I don't really know how she can
survive, but really I can't talk right
now," said David Helvering, a music
theory professor whose office is near
McQuinn's, "Julie's made six cups of
coffee, and if I don't go over and drink
a couple she's going to finish them all
herself. She always does."

Lawrentian declares itself
best newspaper ever
Daniel J. Taylor
The world't loading scholar on “Varo” ... or
“ Veto” ... or is K “ Varro?” Hm. No, It’s “Varo.”

In a surprise move, Lawrence
University's oldest newspaper, The
Lawrentian, has declared itself to be "the
best newspaper in the history of the plan
et Earth." The statement was made in the
most recent issue of The Lawrentian.
Outgoing Lawrentian editor-in-chief
Peter Gillette interviewed incoming opin
ions/editorials editor Peter Gillette last
week about the claim over drinks at the
VR purchased with borrowed money.
'Yeah, we thought that it was about
time we stopped skirting around the
issue. I mean, everyone already knows
we re the best, and by proclaiming this
fact, no, this universal law, we only stand
to further improve our reputation," says
Gillette, "I mean, you don't see The New
York Times or The Boston Globe claiming
to be the best, do you? Of course not!
They're a bunch of pussy willows! It'sjust
like Chuang-Tzu says. What makes them
so? Making them so makes them so. The

Lawrentian is the best because we say
we re the best!"
The Lawrentian s claim was first
reported in The Lawrentian itself a fact
that seems to bolster the credibility of the
claim in the eyes of the journalism com
munity. Andrew Oppman, editor-in-chief
of The Post-Crescent comments, "Man, the
fact that The Lawrentian got the exclu
sive story about The Lawrentian is such a
boost to its reputation. At first I was skep
tical about that claim, but now I'm begin
ning to see where they're coming from."
While this sudden boast seems to
have come from nowhere, The
Lawrentians appeal has grown steadily
the entire year. Hard-hitting stories like
"Former president Warch kills 7, then
himself and "Chemistry department has
underground meth lab" have contributed
to The Lawrentian s credibility, while special-interest stories like "Julie McQuinn is
everyone's favorite human being" have
given the newspaper a wider appeal.
Here on campus, Lawrentian writers
and editors have been seen walking
around with a new swagger in their step.

This is going to look so good on my
resume!" said A&E editor Paul Kamer.
"I'mfinally going to be able to make it into
Harvard’s vacuum cleaner repair pro
gram!"
The admissions office has also
jumped on The Lawrentians recent
announcement. Dean of Admissions
Steve Syverson explains, This distinc
tion, one in a long line of distinctions
Lawrence has received, will help us to fur
ther attract the most skilled and motivat
ed students. I mean, why go to a shit-hole
like Oberlin when you can come to the
school with the greatest newspaper in the
history of man? Between this announce
ment and the elimination of those
damned SATs, we expect to overtake
Harvard within the next five years."
Indeed, it seems that there is no end
in sight to The Lawrentian s reign of
power. The paper's new editor-in-chief,
Katharine Enoch, comments, "Now that
we have proclaimed our belief that we are
more popular than Jesus, we re ready to
move into the realm of politics. Vote The
Lawrentian in 2008!"

Student recital to feature cookies
Daniel J. Taylor
NUm t ! Miser! LMe is Hie sMts when you're

The reception of James Hall's
nior trombone recital is set to feare some of the most delectable baked
ods Lawrence has seen since Will
nith's senior tuba recital reception

two years ago. With a menu that will
feature over six types of cookies, this
reception really has people talking.
Yeah, I'll be at the reception," said
senior trombonist Kim Maenle. "I
wouldn't miss James' reception for the
world. He's worked so hard on it!"
Indeed, Hall has spent nearly a

full year preparing for his reception.
"There's no room for mistakes in this
business," says Hall. "There are so few
opportunities for trombone players as
it is. I can't screw up my one chance to
show people what I've got."
James Hall's post-recital reception
will be held April 9 around 1:30 p.m.

Miller parts
Fox River
Violinist seen wandering
the desert
Daniel J. Taylor
The best friend of all things grammatical

The Lawrence community was
crushed to find that violin professor
Anton Miller has left the conservatory
to teach at the Hartt School of Music.
Soon after Miller made the announce
ment, he and his students parted the
Fox River and began their trek to West
Hartford, Conn.
The parting of the Fox occurred at
precisely 12:07
p.m.
last
Tuesday. Miller
stepped onto the
banks of the river
and raised his
violin bow high
into the air, at
which time the
river seemed to
split down the
middle, leaving a
wide swatch of
earth upon which
the professor and
his students trod.
Miller and
his
followers
were not alone,
however.
Orchestra con
ductor
Robert
Debbaut'was hot
on their heels,
followed closely
by the rest of the

orchestra. They aimed to stop Miller
before he could cross the river, but
Debbaut and his orchestra were swal
lowed up by the Fox before they could
reach the other side. No bodies have
been recovered as of press time.
It is expected that now that Miller
and his students have made their exo
dus, they will wander the country for
forty years, much like Moses and his
followers did after leaving Egypt.
However, they might just book a flight
and go straight to Hartt.

Clip /n/ C a rry
February 4 - February 10
Fri, 8 p.m. Choir Concert: "The Poetry o f
Bon Jovi." Chapel.
Fri, 9

' "

p.m. Choir gets plastered.

Charlie's room.
Sat, 3 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sleeping. Hiett hall
way.
Sat, 8 p.m. Delt cocktails. Delt House.
Sat, 10:15 p.m. Security called. Delt House.
Sun, 11 a.m. Frantic search for morningafter pill. Walgreens.
Mon-Thu. Nothing. Nowhere.

LCF mounts “Convert Tristan Eggener” campaign

Lawrence Today publishes scathing rebuke of sports
team
D’Uva and Mark Jenike featured in
the A C M ” issue

Playgirl’s “Men of

Bunnies missing, burgers delicious, Chef Bob happy
Bjorklunden trashed, burned to the ground during
“Environmental Sustenance” weekend
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Meet the Fightin’
Warchs
Daniel J. Taylor
Didn’t actually write aay of Uiose article*

Say goodbye to the I^awrence
Vikings and hello to the Lawrence
Fightin' Warchs. Athletic Director Kim
Tatro announced last week that the
school will officially change the nick
name of a l l _____________ ______
of its ath
letic teams
effective
July 1.
'We've had
a good run
as the
Vikings
but with
the recent
reorgani
zation of
the athlet
ics pro
gram we
feel a new
era of
Lawrence
athletics is
at band: !
This new
and
unique
[nickname
and] logo will compliment that new
era, and start to meld old traditions
with the new."
"The idea for the Fightin' Warchs
was originally a joke around the
Athletic Department lunch table" Tatro
said But someone caught wind of it

and it really grabbed people's atten
tion."
The nickname refers to former
Lawrence president Rik Warch, who
retired at the end of the 03- 04 school
year. "Adding the word 'fighting' to a
nickname is quite common in colle
giate athletics,'' explained Tatro. "Just
think of the Notre Dame Fightin' Irish,
the Illinois
Fightin1
Illini, or the
[Texas A&M
Marching
Band]
Fightin'
Texas Aggie
Band.
Combining a
rich colle
giate athletic
tradition
with the
name of one
of the most
popular fig
ures in
Lawrence
history, we
feel Fightin'
Warchs is
both unique
and intimi
dating. Go
Warchs!"
Tatro did not know whether or not
President Warch has actually ever been
in a fight, and he could not be reached
for comment as he is currently big game
hunting in Africa.

LU boasts new brew
Daniel J. Taylor
Ha1* from Kentucky: the land of beautiful
horse* and fast woman

Bowing Jo pressure from cashstrapped Lawrentians, Jthe VR has
started selling its o*n Signature beer,
Viking Special Blend.
"We've always wanted to make our
own beer," explained student bartender
Nick Heuer, "but the Viking Room was
n't equipped as a brewery and New
Science wouldn't lend us any equip
ment. We thought wt» were stymied —
until Colleen came tHldugh for us, that
is."
Colleen Detjens, also a bartender at
the VR, had an epiphany one Monday
night while cleaning up the tables.
"I was bringing back a half-finished
pitcher of beer and I noticed all these
students staring at me," she said. "It
was real sketchy. Finally some of them
asked if they could have the pitcher,
since I was just going to dump it out."
According to Detjens and other VR
employees, this request is not uncom
mon.
"Students see the wounded soldiers
and they think it's a waste," said stu
dent manager Jen Nummerdor. "Then
they watch us pour the dregs into a
pitcher and pour it all down the drain."
"Sometimes they cry," added Heuer.
That night, for whatever reason,
Detjens gave the students the pitcher, a
mixture of PBR, flat Guinness, and
some skittlebrnued Honeyweiss. And
Viking Special Blend was born.
"It was delicious," recalled senior
and barfly Zack Eustis. "The moment
that sweet sweet beer hit my tongue, I
was bom again!"
Campus health regulations prevent
the VR from officially reusing half-fin

ished drinks. Instead, runoff beer from
the taps is funneled into a special keg,
cooled, and sold to students for $2 a
pitcher or 50 cents a glass.
Members of COMUS, Lawrence’s
only non-YUAI organization dedicated
to the promotion of experimentation
and intemperance, applauded the move.
"Students are sick of shelling out
$4.50 for a pitcher of beer," said
COMUS president Suzanne Heinrich.
"Plus with VSB, every drink is an
adventure. I swear, I had one last week
that was halfTUquila Sunrise."
Already, posters promoting the new
drink can be found in every campus
building. The most popular, designed by
Lawrence art professor Joe D'Uva,
shows a variety of beers pouring into
one glass, under the slogan "Celebrate
Diversity!" The original print will be
featured in an upcoming MoMA exhibit
entitled "The New Tastemakers."
The beer itself has also attracted
notice, edging out even Milwaukee's
Best at that city's annual Bargain Beer
Awards. "Doc" Maravolo, professor of
Biology and campus oenophile, has
expressed interest in teaching a super
secret "Beer Tutorial” course centered
around the cinnamon and beechnut
tones of VSB's unique ”9:30 on
Thursday" bouquet.
It seems like there's no stopping
Viking Special Blend, which has
already successfully dodged Nurse
Carol's allegation that it was tied to the
recent campus-wide mononucleosis epi
demic. Campus administrator and VR
regular Paul Shrode has high hopes for
VSB:
"To some people, a cheap beer is
just a cheap beer. But as we like to say
in the VR: This is our beer!"
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Viking Room to ‘phase out’
alcohol altogether
can seem to figure out what has
changed from last year to this year in
the VR that could make it seem like a
less "cool" bar.
The Viking Room will phase out
"By manipulating the Core Alcohol
alcohol sales as soon as its current
and Drug survey's results, we have
supply is depleted.
determined that relatively most
Campus officials cited potential
Lawrence students have a glass of red
legal responsibility for current or
wine with dinner twice a week, and
future alcoholism, cirrhosis, liver fail
that's about the extent of it," Truesdell
ure, drunk driving, negative self-bodysaid.
image, excessive dieting, stool sam
Beck, for her part, was excited
ples sprinkled within Hiett, impo
about the change, and the new possi
tence, pleasantly and unpleasantly
bilities the dank, dark, scummy space
unplanned sexual contact, harassing
offers for campus artists. Paul Shrode
phone calls
a l s o
or e-mails
bel i eves
to ex's or
that this
nemesii,
will have
and
further
decreased
financial
campus
benefits:
turnout to
"Now,
the bar as
the princi
the rea
pal product
sons for
of the bar is
the phas
al c ohol ,
ing-out.
and fewer
"It's
people are
important
going to
to note
the bar,
A record number of students enjoy juice and milk at the new alcohol-free Viking Room.
that this
right? So
is not a
obviously,
ban'," said Dean of Students Nancy
that altruistic responsible component we should change the product to keep
Truesdell. She added: "This is a phas of the Lawrence student."
up with the tastes of the students. We
ing-out’. Ban' has all sorts of negative
The VR will now become a mar have online surveys to back this up,
connotations. Perhaps prohibition'
ketplace of ideas. Students will be able you know. If we stop selling alcohol,
would be a better word to use."
to install artistic projects or mount more people will come. It's clear as
Professor Jerald Podair of the his performance situations within the day."
tory department recalled several anec space, performing for their peers'
Jill Brinkman and Lynn Hagee
dotes about prohibition from memory donations, with the VR receiving a 10 refused to comment officially on this
and His dinner companions were percent cut.
fake story, but suggested that the
pleasantly enlightened.
Financial analysts for the univer stock might last until 2015 instead of
Union officials, who spoke anony sity, incidentally, project a 20 percent 2014.
mously, indicated that there is a silver ’•""increase** in profits because of slow
lining to this situation: due to current business at the VR this year. Nobody
Daniel I. Taylor

Ha’a really not that bad of a guy

VR usage trends, the alcohol in stock
ought to last until 2014.
President Jill Beck said that stu
dents are behind this move. In fact, the
idea was unanimously endorsed by the
respondent to the "Retail Operations
Long-term Plan” online survey, who
suggested the issue.
"I really don't think this will com
mercially hurt the VR in the long run,"
Beck said. "By offering over-21 stu
dents a thoughtful, calm alternative to
the sexually exciting, sensually
charged, discount-alcohol, tobaccofilled, fun' of the Ave,' we will tap into

Black gold means green for Beck
Daniel J. Taylor
Ms farorKa book I* “Do I Inga* Latina X”

The recent discovery of oil at LU's
beloved Bjorklunden estate in scenic
Door County roused concern all over
campus. The subsequent
fleet of government sedans
and Suburbans inundating
the quiet campus streets,
and rumors of midnight
meetings in LU President
Jill Beck’s home, raised fur
ther alarm.
Faculty members have
been extremely vocal about
the cloak and dagger nature
of Beck's late-night meetings
with oil tycoons and govern
ment officials. "The dearth of
transparency here is outra
geous!" railed English
Professor Karen Hoffmann.
"No one has any idea what's going
on!"
Professors are also extremely
wary of a potential partnership that
would allow for oil exploration of the
Door County property. "Looking to
further the level of higher education
offered at this fine institution,’ my
ass!" said John Dreher, a professor in
the philosophy department, apropos
of a press release given by a represen
tative of the Carlyle Group.

Some professors, deciding to take
a more proactive approach, are
attempting to create a three-eared
squirrel that, as the only one of its
kind, would qualify for endangered
species status. This would allow the
land to be given wildlife refuge status

and be saved firom oil exploration.
"Why couldn’t the dumb squirrels
already on the property just have
three ears?" bemoaned the yet unsuc
cessful geneticists in LU's science
department.
During the first press conference
explaining the forthcoming partner
ship, Beck addressed questions and
concerns from the LU community.
"First of all, let me just say that my
motives here aren't dubious. I'm try

ing to get paid! I have been hired in
large part because I'm a producer,"
Beck explained to the crowd. "Sure I
care about learning things, but I'm
here to increase this university's pos
itive cash flow."
Answering challenges that
, j Bjorklunden was both instru
mental in the cultivation of
knowledge, and a place of magic
and wonder where students
could explore their bodies and
drink for cheap at the Blue Ox,
Beck countered that, "it's all far
away and stuff." She continued
proudly by noting that, "there's a
park right down the street from
the con. And students simply can
buy their alcohol at Flanagan's
and drink there."
As of this report, a deal with
Carlyle has been finalized.
Though Beck sees this new part
nership with the military-indus
trial complex as a victory, she feels
that her crusade is far from over. Beck
has since set her sights on the liqui
dation of more modest university
assets in the hopes of increasing cash
reserves. Her eBay business has
already sold the university's scepter,
some rare books from the library's
Lincoln Room, and some shitty A.V.
equipment from the union.

